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Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance 
9369 North Douglas Highway 
Juneau, AK 99801 
Phone: 907-586-6652 Email: seafa@gci.net 
Fax: 907-523-1168      Website: http://www.seafa.org 

January 6, 2015 

Alaska Dept of Fish and Game 
Board of Fisheries 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 

Dear Chairman Johnstone and Board of Fish Members, 

RE: Comments on January SE Shellfish Proposals 

Southeast Alaska Fishermen’s Alliance (SEAFA) is a non-profit multi
gear/multi-species membership based association.  We represent our 300+ 
members and businesses involved in the salmon, crab, shrimp and longline 
fisheries mainly based in Southeast Alaska and Yakutat.  Most of our 
members sport fish/hunt, personal use or subsistence fish (through 
retention of commercial catch or subsistence fishing).   

DUNGENESS CRAB 
The commercial Dungeness crab fishery is an important fishery to the 
economy of Southeast Alaska.  The 2014/15 season estimated as of Nov 30th 

was worth $15 million1 . While the numbers of participants in this fishery is 
variable, the recent five year average is 169 participants out of the 279 
limited entry & interim permits available. Most of the vessels participating in 
the Dungeness crab fishery are under 58’ and many are small skiffs where 
weather is a major factor in their participation.  Crab harvests are very 
cyclical in nature all up and down the west coast.   

1 Communications with ADF&G Biologist Stratman 
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Any closure of additional areas to commercial Dungeness crab fishing 
considered, we recommend that the Board of Fish consider the same area be 
closed to sport fishing. 

Proposal 58, 59 & 60: Support 
SEAFA supports management of the Dungeness crab fishery by 3S 
management (size, sex & season). Marine Stewardship Council has certified 
the Oregon Dungeness crab fishery using a 3S management scheme as 
sustainable. Oregon uses a size limit of 6-1/4”, this is ¼” smaller than our 
size limit of 6-1/2”. 

Proposal 61: Oppose 
SEAFA opposes a management scheme that has changing season dates.  In 
addition, ADF&G does not have the funding necessary to conduct this type 
of sampling particularly in this time of declining budgets. The terms soft-
shell and light crab are used interchangeable even in the management plan 
although there is a great difference in the mortality of soft-shell vs light 
crab. 

Proposal 62: Oppose 
SEAFA opposes this proposal to manage on a district level with varying 
seasons and opening dates.  The Dept does not have the funding for this 
type of management. In addition this would put extra pressure on crab 
stocks around communities by having different dates and seasons, you will 
concentrate effort in the area that is just being opened.  The Dungeness 
crab fishery has been successfully managed under 3S management and the 
region-wide management plan. The mortality of handling soft-shell crab is 
not the major threat to the sustainability of the Dungeness crab fishery, 
the threat is the ever increasing expansion of sea otters. 

Proposal 63: Support with modifications 
SEAFA submitted this proposal that adds an additional tier to the 
Dungeness crab management plan.  After reading the Dept. comments and 
talking to staff we understand some of their objections but still feel that 
the intent of this proposal is valid and a compromise may be possible.  Our 
concern that we were trying to address is if the threshold is not reached 
several years in a row and the summer season is shortened, the only option 
that is available in the plan for the fall season is a shortened 30 day season 
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or a full season. We would like the Dept to have the flexibility to adjust the 
fall season as they are allowed to adjust the summer season based on all 
information available including effort and expansion of sea otters (loss of 
productive grounds) even if not spelled out within the management plan. We 
also believe that having the flexibility to consider other factors in the 
projection in the future may be important. 

Proposal 64: Oppose 
SEAFA opposes this proposal that would repeal the soft shell (light crab) 
section of the management plan. The Dept has shown that the consideration 
of light crab in the calculations has improved the accuracy of the harvest 
projection as shown in 2013. 

Proposal 66: Oppose 
The Dungeness crab fishery is managed on a region-wide basis.  Moving to a 
district or sub-district level management would actually make the fishery 
more consolidated and cause more conflicts between sport and commercial 
fishermen as the grounds contract due to sea otter expansion. This proposal 
would be costly for the Dept to implement. 

Proposal 69: Support 
SEAFA supports re-opening the areas described in the proposal for the 
reasons given in the proposal.  SEAFA also supports any waters closed to 
commercial Dungeness crab fishing having the same area closed for the 
sport fishery so that the benefits of the crab closure areas goes to the 
residents of the local community as intended. 

Proposal 70: Oppose 
     This proposal is to close a portion of Hetta Inlet and Sukkwan Strait to 
commercial Dungeness crab fishing.  SEAFA is opposed to this closure. 
Closing huge areas to commercial fishing creates consolidation and 
congestion of pots in the areas remaining, this in turn impacts other 
communities that then ask for the area around their community to be closed.  
If an area is to be closed to commercial fishing then it should also be closed 
for sport fishing leaving the area open for subsistence and personal use 
fishing only. The staff comments states that a household survey was 
conducted in 2013 showing a harvest of 5,045 pounds of Dungeness crab 
harvested by Hydaburg residents or a 15 pounds per capita. This level of 
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harvest shows that the community of Hydaburg is having a reasonable 
opportunity to harvest crab for their subsistence needs. The area being 
requested is significantly more than the area the household survey showed 
as being used. 

Proposal 71: Oppose 
This proposal is to close a portion of Whale Pass to commercial Dungeness 
crab fishing. SEAFA is opposed to this closure.  As the staff comments 
point out this area was re-opened for a fall season only in 2009 after being 
closed to commercial fishing for six years.  This was a good compromise 
made in 2009 as most sport and personal use crabbing occurs in the summer 
months when it is closed to commercial fishing and still allows for a 
commercial opportunity in a productive area.  It does not appear that having 
the area open in the fall has affected the ability for local households to get 
crab for their subsistence needs. SEAFA also supports any waters closed to 
commercial Dungeness crab fishing having the same area closed for the 
sport fishery so that the benefits of the crab closure areas goes to the 
residents of the local community as intended. 

Proposal 72 & 73: Oppose 
These proposals are to close portions of District 6 & 8 to commercial 
Dungeness crab fishing.  SEAFA is opposed to this closure.  District 6 & 8 
are very important to the commercial Dungeness crab overall harvest.  Many 
of the skiffs that participate in the Dungeness crab fishery fish in these 
districts. Closing the area close to Petersburg would create consolidation 
of pots in front of another town and would impact the small entry level 
businesses, particularly those fishing out of skiffs. SEAFA also supports any 
waters closed to commercial Dungeness crab fishing having the same area  
be closed for the sport fishery so that the benefits of the crab closure 
areas goes to the residents of the local community as intended.   

Proposal 74: Oppose 
This proposal would close a portion of the Big Bear/Baby Bear Marine Park 
to commercial Dungeness crab fishing. SEAFA is opposed to this closure.  
The proponents of the proposal states, that commercial fishing inhibits the 
purpose of state marine parks. The Alaska State Legislature designates 
Marine State Parks and at the time is aware of the activities that occur 
within the area, particularly commercial fishing and on those Marine State 
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Park designations that SEAFA has followed made it clear in the committee 
discussion that commercial fishing fits within the purposes of Marine State 
Parks. This is an area that does not have a lot of individuals participating in 
the commercial harvest of crab as the numbers are below the confidentiality 
level, but moving several more boats into the more congested areas will have 
an impact on other communities and the fishermen themselves. SEAFA also 
supports any waters closed to commercial Dungeness crab fishing having the 
same area closed for the sport fishery. 

Proposal 75: Oppose 
This proposal would close a portion an area around Angoon for commercial 
Dungeness crab fishery. SEAFA opposes a closure of this size.  SEAFA also 
supports any waters that are closed to commercial Dungeness crab fishing 
having the same area closed for the sport fishery so that the benefits of 
the crab closure areas goes to the residents of the local community as 
intended. 

Proposal 76: Oppose 
This proposal would close areas around Horse and Colt Island near Juneau.  
SEAFA is extremely opposed to this proposal.  There is a lot of area near 
Juneau that is closed to commercial fishing.  Additional area is not necessary 
for this community. SEAFA also supports any waters closed to commercial 
Dungeness crab fishing having the same area closed for the sport fishery so 
that the benefits of the crab closure areas goes to the residents of the 
local community as intended. 

Proposal 77: Oppose 
This proposal would close areas around Portland Island/Lena Point near 
Juneau. SEAFA is extremely opposed to this proposal.  There is a lot of 
area near Juneau that is already closed to commercial fishing.  Additional 
area is not necessary for this community. SEAFA also supports any waters 
closed to commercial Dungeness crab fishing having the same area closed for 
the sport fishery so that the benefits of the crab closure areas goes to the 
residents of the local community as intended. 

Proposal 79: Oppose 
SEAFA opposes this proposal for a closed area in portions of Chilkat and 
Chilkoot Inlet.  The proposer is afraid that the crab stocks are on the brink 
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of collapse and using Yakutat as a comparison.  The decline of crab in 
Yakutat is a mainly a cause of sea otter predation and the main reason the 
stocks aren’t rebuilding.  
     With the sea otter expansion in SE Alaska, lower crab/shellfish harvests 
most likely will not have anything to do with commercial overharvest of the 
stocks and can cause the situation that currently exists in Yakutat where 
the remaining sea otter population keeps eating the crab before they get to 
legal size. There appears to be a slight increase in the biomass of the crab 
population as the sea otters have started to starve themselves out of the 
area. This information is based on conversations with local Yakutat 
residents and members of SEAFA.
     Based on the staff comments for this proposal and Table 70-1 average 
CPUE for the Lynn Canal is the third highest of the areas listed. 

KING AND TANNER CRAB PROPOSALS 
Proposal 84: Support 
SEAFA supports this proposal that would allow for the Golden King Crab 
(GKC) fishery to be opened under the conditions of a permit issued by the 
commissioner.  This should allow for a small controlled fishery to be 
prosecuted sooner in Yakutat as the fishery can be used for data gathering 
and sampling.  The Yakutat region is struggling economically and any options 
that allow for increased economic opportunities are important to the 
community.  

Proposal 85: Support 
SEAFA supports this Dept proposal for logbooks in the Yakutat King crab 
fishery. 

Proposal 86: Support 
SEAFA supports this proposal to allow the use of square pots in the Yakutat 
king crab fishery. This allows fishermen to use their current pots and not 
have to purchase different pots to participate in this fishery. The Dept does 
not see where this change would have any impact on their ability to manage 
this fishery. 

Proposal 87: Support 
SEAFA supports this ADF&G proposal to lower the number of pots in the 
Yakutat king crab fishery. 
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Proposal 89:  Neutral 

SEAFA supports the intent of the proposal to create a new fishery area for 

GKC in an unfished area to determine it’s potential but supports the Dept’s 

position that this should be done through the use of a Commissioners permit.  


Proposal 90: Support
 
SEAFA supports the Yakutat Advisory Committee proposal to reduce the 

number of pots in the Yakutat Tanner crab fishery and the Dept’s suggestion 

that a logbook program be implemented in order to provide the tools for a 

more orderly and sustainable fishery. 


Proposal 91: Support
 
SEAFA supports this housekeeping proposal. 


SHRIMP PROPOSALS 
     The commercial pot shrimp fishery provides an average economic value of 
approximately $2,038,3502 for 103-109 active permit holders. Most shrimp 
fishermen are combination vessels with shrimp being a portion of their 
fishing business but an important fall fishery to these fishermen.
     The Fishery Management Report 14-47, 2015 Annual Management Report 
for Southeast Alaska and Yakutat Shrimp Fisheries mentions several 
management concerns (page 44) including the number of latent permits not 
actively fishing in this fishery, the amount of personal use, sport and 
subsistence catch may be a significant component of the overall harvest and 
concerns about the shrimp task force.  While earlier in the document they 
acknowledge the changes made to the makeup of the shrimp task force, this 
section does not and mentions the lack of elections which were eliminated 
and lack of community representation. The fishing associations that 
represent fishermen do pass on information and have many conversations 
amongst themselves that then ask the chair of the task force to contact the 
Dept. A Shrimp task force meeting is scheduled for the night before the 
Board of Fish meeting. 

Proposal 94:  No Position 

2 CFEC P91A Shrimp, Pot Gear, Southeast Basic Information Tables (BIT) average of 2009-2013.  BIT 
tables are Jan 1-Dec 31 but majority of harvest occurs before the end of the year. 
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SEAFA is not ready to fully support a spawner/index management system 

although our shrimp fishermen are not happy with the current system as 

accurately reflecting the shrimp fishery biomass changes in a timely fashion.  

SEAFA also does not feel that the Dept studies of a spawner/index 

management system are an accurate reflection of that type of management 

as they used a modified study that changed the program and therefore the 

results substantially.  We are concerned that with the current price of oil 

and looming budget cut the Dept would not have adequate funds for this 

style of management. 


Proposal 95: Support
 
SEAFA submitted and still supports this proposal.   


Proposal 96: Support
 
SEAFA supports this proposal of ours. The new regulatory language of this 

proposal is the same as Board Member Kluberton suggested in RC 29 in 2012 

to allow for experimental fisheries within the management plan.  If the Dept 

can continue to try experimental management strategies such as occurred in 

Districts 6 & 7 using the CPUE from logbooks without this language in 

regulation then we are content to have the Board take no action on this 

proposal but we are not interested in having the board take no action and 

then have the Dept tell the shrimp fishermen and shrimp task force that 

they can’t continue the in-season experimental management because they
 
don’t have the authority in the management plan or the tools.  


Proposal 98: Amend and Support 

SEAFA supports mandatory reporting of size categories by catcher-sellers 

in order to provide the information that will possibly help lead to in-season 

management. At this time we are fine with allowing catcher-sellers to not 

report their size limits. 


Proposal 99: Oppose 

The Dept has been able to manage the fishery under the current limit of 

pots. As an association we have not had any shrimp fishermen approach us 

with the need to reduce the number of pots since the new pot limits were 

standardized in 1997 and with so many latent permits in the fishery. 


Proposal 100: Support 
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SEAFA supports this housekeeping proposal to bring clarity to the 
regulations. 

Proposal 101: Oppose 
SEAFA opposes this proposal. Already there is an unknown amount of 
removals of shrimp in the sport, personal use and subsistence fisheries 
which has been increasing during the summer months. This is a management 
concern of the Dept in regards to the pot shrimp fishery and their 
management as stated in the Annual Management Report (fmr 14-47, page 
44) The shrimp management plan 5AAC 31.145(b)(C)  encourages 
management to reduce mortality of small shrimp.  This proposal is actually 
trying to target and exploit the complete opposite of the management plan 
requirements. You would also have to consider the conflict with and harvest 
of the beam trawl fishery.   

Proposal 107: Oppose 
This proposal would close portions of the waters in District 6 & 8 to 
commercial shrimp fishing both pot and beam trawl.  SEAFA opposes closing 
these waters to commercial shrimp fishing. 

Proposal 113: Oppose 
SEAFA opposes this proposal by the Naha Conservation Society to establish 
a marine conservation zone which would prohibit all fishing (commercial, 
sport & personal use) bottomfish, crab and shrimp.  This proposal was 
considered in 2012 and did not pass and we do not see any conservation or 
biological reasons on any of these species for adoption this cycle.  There is 
closed waters near Cache Island already. 

SPORT, PERSONAL USE AND SUBSISTENCE 
Proposal 80: Oppose 
This would change the regulations of the George Inlet super-exclusive 
guided sport ecotourism Dungeness crab fishery.  We oppose changing the 
buoy marking requirements.  As staff comments, this raises enforcement 
concerns about who is responsible for the pot.  We are opposed to raising 
the number of pot per registered sport fishing operator.  If this area truly 
has a soft shell problem in the summer months (reason for not having a 
commercial fishery in this district that matches the rest of SE, then putting 
out more pots where you are re-handling the crab is irresponsible.  
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Proposal 93: Support 
SEAFA supports the Dept proposal to require personal use and sport 
fishermen in District 11-A to obtain a shrimp permit/harvest record.  We 
believe that this is a good start to getting information about the use of this 
resource. 

Thank you for considering our comments. We will be at the meeting and look 
forward to providing more information or expanding upon our positions.  Our 
position on shrimp proposals will be better informed after the shrimp task 
force meeting on January 20, 2015 in Wrangell. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Hansen 
Executive Director 
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faX[}YUaTfZ[by[�TW{^t][Wf[XdWy[b}Yb|[[=dbX[P[VYbf[U][XdWy[Wy[b_XY}[XdY[{aVVY}{Wbt[UabXy[yYbyaf[Wy[a<Y}[WX[Xb^Yy[Vbf][VafXdy[bfZ 
yaVYXWVYy[TQ[Xa[b[]Yb}[UY_a}Y[]aT[{bf[cYX[bf][bVaTfX[a_[tYcbt[{}bU�[bfZ[U][XdYf[XdY[yYbyaf[Wy[aQYf[bcbWf[bfZ[XdY}Y[b}Y[yY<Y}bt[dTfZ}YZ
Va}Y[QaXy[ZaXXWfc[XdY[b}Yb|[[�dayY[�da[yb][XdY[fTVUY}y[b}Y[Y�bccY}bXYZ[P[b}cTY[db<Y[faX[}Tf[XdYW}[UabX[_}aV[QWtWfc[QaWfX[Za�f[Xa 
bZVW}btWX][{a<Y[ZT}Wfc[{aVVY}{Wbt[~TfcYfYyy[yYbyaf| 
SbZt][P[btya[db<Y[�WXfYyyYZ[Vbf][XWVYy[�dYf[b[{aVVY}{Wbt[UabX[dby[YWXdY}[QTttYZ[V][QaX[a}[dby[Z}W<Yf[a<Y}[V][UTa][aft][Xa[db<Y[XdY[tWfY 
{TX[bfZ[V][QaXy[tayX|[[r][_bVWt][dby[b[{bUWf[Wf[XdWy[b}Yb[ya[P[bV[XdY}Y[�TWX[_}Y�TYfXt]|[[P[db<Y[ybX[af[XdY[UYb{d�[yaVYXWVYy[b}aTfZ[jk[]b}Zy
b�b]�[bfZ[�bX{dYZ[{aVVY}{Wbt[UabXy[QTttWfc[Q}W<bXY[QaXy[bfZ[}TffWfc[a<Y}[UaXd[{aVVY}{Wbt[UTa]y[by[�Ytt[by[Q}W<bXY[UTa]y|[[�dY[QTttWfc[a_ 
aXdY}[QYaQtYy[QaXy[{aTtZ[UY[ZWyVWyyYZ[by[bf[Yf_a}{YVYfX[WyyTY[faX[b[}YcTtbXa}][WyyTY�[bfZ[P[bc}YY|[[:a�Y<Y}�[�WXdaTX[Q}aQY}[Yf_a}{YVYfX
XdY[fY�X[tacW{bt[b}cTVYfX[Wy[Xa[{tayY[XdY[b}Yb|[[�dY[Q}aUtYV[�WXd[tb}cY[{aVVY}{Wbt[UabXy[}TffWfc[a<Y}[aXdY}[QYaQtY�y[QaXy[Wy[�TWXY[yWVQt] 
XdbX[XdY}Y[b}Y[�b][Xaa[Vbf][QaXy[Wf[b[yVbtt[b}Yb|[
�dY[b}Yb[XdbX[Wy[Q}aQayYZ[Xa[UY[{tayYZ[Wy[afY[a_[XdY[_Y�[Qtb{Yy[�dY}Y[QY}yafbt[TyY[yVbtt[UabXy[{bf[ca[Xa[cYX[~TfcYfYyy[{}bU|[[�dY 
tb}cY}[{aVVY}{Wbt[_WydWfc[UabXy[b}Y[bUtY[Xa[ca[_b}XdY}[Xa[aXdY}[_WydWfc[c}aTfZy[bfZ[tYX[yaVY[a_[XdY[b}Yby[b}aTfZ[�TfYbT[_a}[QY}yafbt[TyY 
_WydY}WYy|[[=dYf[XdY[tb}cY}[{aVVY}{Wbt[_WydWfc[UabXy[Xd}a�[Za�f[dTfZ}YZy[a_[QaXy[WX[_a}{Yy[XdY[yVbttY}[UabXy[Xa[ca[aTX[_b}XdY}[_a}[b[tWVWXYZ 
}YyaT}{Yy|[[=WXd[XdY[TfQ}YZW{XbUtY[fbXT}Y[a_[�YbXdY}[Wf[SaTXdYbyX[stby^b[WX[{bf[_a}{Y[yVbttY}[UabX[a�fY}y[Xa[_b{Y[tb}cY}[�b<Yy[bfZ[tafcY} 
X}WQy[Wf[Wf{tYVYfX[�YbXdY}|[[:WyXa}W{btt][XdY[{aVVY}{Wbt[_tYYX[dby[UYYf[caaZ[fYWcdUa}y[bfZ[faX[_a}{YZ[yVbtt[QY}yafbt[TyY}y[aTX[a_[XdY[b}Yb� 
XdWy[Wy[fa[tafcY}[dbQQYfWfc[ya[ybZt][�Y[db<Y[fYYZ[Xa[yXb}X[}YcTtbXWfc[bfZ[{tayWfc[b}Yby[Xa[btta�[Y<Y}][c}aTQ[b{{Yyy[Xa[XdWy[}YyaT}{Y|[
�a}[Vbf][]Yb}y[�Y[db<Y[{aY�WyXYZ[�WXd[XdY[{aVVY}{Wbt[_tYYX[�da[db<Y[tY_X[b}Yby[{tayY[Xa[�TfYbT[_a}[QY}yafbt[TyY|[[�dY][TyYZ[Xa[UY[caaZ 
fYWcdUa}y[bfZ[yYt_w}YcTtbXWfc|[[�}a�Wfc[TQ[bfZ[�a}^Wfc[af[XdY[UabXy[P[}YVYVUY}[Vbf][{af<Y}ybXWafy[b}aTfZ[b[{a__YY[QaX[�dYf[XdY 
{bQXbWfy[a_[XdY[{aVVY}{Wbt[_tYYX[Xbt̂ Wfc[bUaTX[cW<Wfc[}aaV[_a}[QY}yafbt[TyY[bfZ[faX[_a}{Wfc[{af_tW{Xy[UYX�YYf[XdY[X�a[cYb}[c}aTQy|[[P[db<Y 
faXW{YZ[XdbX[XdWy[dby[faX[UYYf[XdY[{byY[_a}[bUaTX[XdY[tbyX[YWcdX[Xa[XYf[]Yb}y[bfZ[WX[Wy[faX[cYXXWfc[bf][UYXXY}|[[�f_a}XTfbXYt][XdWy[Wy[b[XWVY[a_[XdY 
QbyX[bfZ[�Y[�Wtt[fYYZ[Xa[Wf{}YbyY[XdY[}YcTtbXWafy[Xa[YfyT}Y[btt[cYb}[c}aTQy[b}Y[cW<Yf[b{{Yyy[Xa[XdY[}YyaT}{Yy|[ 
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cwrvX[~T]c[cbrtYZ[Tw[UYu_TcY[XbY][c_t[Tc[pWcbW`~[XbYvY[zzzzz_`Z[XbY][b_0Y[WX[_qq[Xr[XbYVcYq0Yc[prv[VrcX[rp[XbY[]Y_v[|[UYu_TcY[XbY 
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_`Z[XbY[SXW6W`Y[2q_Xc[z[s[t_ X̀[Xr[UY[_UqY[Xr[ur X̀W`TY[ZrW`~[cr[z[7r[uqrcY[_ [̀_vY_[`Y_v[nYXYvcUTv~[urTqZ[wrccWUq][UY[ZYXvWVY X̀_q[Xr[_[qru_q 
wYvVWX[brqZYv[|[qW6Y[V]cYqp[|[tbr[`YYZc[Xr[V_6Y[_[qW0W`~[Y0Y [̀W [̀XbY[tW X̀YvXWVY[|[tbY [̀XbY[tY_XbYv[Wc[rpXY [̀UvTX_q[z[[\YW`~[_UqY[Xr[pWcb[XbYvY 
tWXb[V][cr [̀VY_`c[_[~vY_X[ZY_q[Xr[VY[z[s[wvrTZq][XbW`6[rp[V][4_Z[|[TcW`~[W`~W`TWX][_`Z[_[qWpYXWVY[rp[pWcbW`~[Y8wYvWY`uY[W [̀oq_c6_ [̀t_XYvc 
cbrtW`~[VY[XbY[vrwYc[_`Z[pW`ZW`~[XbY[cbvWVw[vW~bX[XbYvY[|[V_`][]Y_vc[_~r[|[_`Z[s[wq_ [̀Xr[cbrt[V][cr [̀XbrcY[0Yv][vrwYc[|[_c[V][2_XbYv[ZWZ 
prv[VY[z[s[qY_v`YZ[pvrV[XbY[UYcX[z[[[\rT][\_~[bT X̀Yvc[prT`Z[XbY[cwrX[|[_`Z[cwrvX[wrXc[b_0Y[UYY [̀XbYvY[Y0Yv[cW`uY[z[4r 1̀X[uqrcY[XbY[_vY_[`Y_v 
ST6rW[scq_`Zc[W [̀ZWcXvWuX[9[Xr[XbY[urVVYvuW_q[X_6W`~[rp[cwrX[cbvWVw[z 
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Comments by Max Worhatch for the Alaska Board of Fish, Southeast and Yakutat Crab, Shrimp, and 

Misc. Shellfish, January 21-27, 2015. 

Member of the Board of Fish: 

I am a commercial fisherman from Petersburg. I fish for salmon, herring, crab, and halibut. I am 

currently the President of the United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters. I also serve on the Petersburg 

Advisory Committee to the boards of Fish and Game. Please regard my comments for the following 

proposals. 

Proposal 58- I support this proposal, as I am the author. I also support proposals 59 and 60, since they 

call for the same thing. It is my feeling that the current regulation does nothing to enhance or improve 

the fishery. While the first weeks landings have been somewhat of an accurate indicator for projecting 

harvest, it hasn’t proven to be a tool that is useful beyond that. In the only season since this 

management plan has been in effect that projections fell short of poundage to prosecute a full season, 

the department closed the season a week earlier than it normally would have for the summer season. 

Basically, the only thing accomplished by this action, an action, I might add, the department was bound 

by regulation to do, was the few fishermen who were still harvesting lost a week’s worth of opportunity 

in a high demand market. I would like to add that I applaud the department for their efforts to allow a 

harvest in a low effort season. 

The current management regime for Dungeness, even without the current management plan, for 

registration area A, Southeast, is the most conservative on the west coast of North America. Most of 

Southeast is open for two months (June 15-August 15) in the summer and two months in the fall 

(October 1-Novermber 30). By contrast, the coasts of California, Oregon and Washington seasons open 

by regulation on December 1st and will close September 1st . This would be the “season” part of the 

three S’s. 

The minimum size limit for Dungeness in the state of Alaska is 6.5 inches. Every other state and province 

on the west coast has a minimum size limit of 6.25. This would be the “size” of the three S’s. Minimum 

size is an important aspect of the three S’s, as it allows undersized male crab to be returned to the sea 

to breed. Having a 6.5 inch limit insures that we will have ample breeding males in the population. 

“Sex” would be the third S. We only keep boys. No girls allowed. 

The three S’s management seems to work for Dungeness crab. The coast fisheries in the lower forty-

eight have been managed this way for many decades. These fisheries, which have only recently gotten 

pot limits, have been vibrant producers. It is recognized that Dungeness populations fluctuate greatly 

from year to year. There are strong year classes, and weak year classes, probably due to environmental, 

predation, or climate issues. There is no biomass assessment or survey. 
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2011-12 2012-13

117,108 104,856
75,580 42,137
* *
* 0
* *
506,615 423,218

108,528 93,693
480,356 737,887

129,909 53,429

262,717 180,024
304,591 159,608
189,197 98,134
152,427 162,184
90,835 75,501
156,583 218,867
2,594,89
7

2,357,00
9
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Here in southeast, the fishing districts that receive the most effort, both in permits and pot lifts 
are the very areas that consistently produce the most pounds.  The conclusion I draw from this is 
that the three S’s management is working.  

Table 1.1 Harvest by district in Registration Area A (Southeast) commercial Dungeness crab fishery. 
SEASON 
District 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 
101 78,743 78,280 142,799 133,229 197,842 118,796 73,614 47,781 65,274 85,509 120,826 
102 62,977 89,828 116,051 91,807 85,253 * * 138,147 67,006 116,964 85,338 
103 31,318 41,104 14,791 33,747 25,472 * 44,342 40,441 * 15,489 * 
104 * * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * * 
105 146,617 373,997 515,881 227,520 85,171 56,731 114,851 204,713 360,651 130,014 77,066 
106 354,436 1,166,69 1,558,90 773,331 826,111 708,441 509,390 696,243 592,223 405,392 542,259 

6 3 
107 46,745 222,721 422,682 172,008 248,544 190,936 152,375 184,092 154,903 90,916 172,434 

613,881 792,040 1,585,85 829,198 652,588 948,483 1,011,57 1,017,89 844,572 607,202 641,618 
0 3 4 

109 483,689 434,225 1,207,88 569,142 473,614 316,497 545,360 908,960 612,171 339,981 132,734 
8 

110 378,250 159,149 280,581 188,656 357,632 209,763 309,884 549,674 378,122 315,785 225,245 
111 24,918 275,299 918,015 676,605 570,564 567,509 865,895 484,202 637,676 489,839 581,629 
112 100,012 170,540 223,562 432,395 448,333 380,441 305,700 284,288 293,955 220,526 109,049 
113 171,737 161,796 145,117 118,584 181,038 181,384 251,305 194,512 161,767 308,514 104,179 
114 54,777 101,944 120,304 177,010 336,717 269,926 * 282,391 229,345 185,834 184,786 
115 15,166 36,866 87,950 113,575 100,122 153,101 138,360 375,017 325,792 254,847 259,680 
Total 2,565,23 4,105,69 7,340,37 4,535,80 4,589,00 4,205,48 4,503,97 5,408,35 4,731,66 3,569,69 3,245,26 

0 7 4 7 1 0 0 5 8 7 5 
* Includes data from less than 3 permit holders, therefore confidential. 

Districts 106 and 108 have been historically among the areas largest producers. They also have the most 

permits fished per season, as Table 1.2 shows, and the most pot lifts, shown in 1.3.  Continued high 

production coupled with high effort, clearly shows that size, sex, and season as a management regime 

works well, allowing a sustainable harvest of the resource. 

The current management simply adds an uncertainty to both fishermen and processors that is 

completely unnecessary. The department already has the authority to close the season by emergency 

order if they felt the resource was in trouble. 

These tables were provided by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. They show data from the years 

that the current regulation has been in effect. Prior to the 2000-01 season, they have data, but less 

reliable. I was also able to get data from the years prior to the current regulation that shows similar 

effort and catch numbers. Prior to the current regulation, our season was managed by size, sex, and 

season with no threshold. In the 14 seasons since the new regulation, despite losing area to otter 

predation, we have had a healthy fishery that is very economically important to our coastal 

communities. 
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Proposal 61- Opposed. This plan would call for the department to conduct surveys. Current budget 

constraints would restrict this type of management. Makes an assumption that there is a 50% mortality 

in the handeling of soft-shell crab.  Also makes the comment that California, Oregon, Washington delay 

their season to reduce handling of soft-shell crab. Surveys on the coastal fisheries are really more a 

sampling of recovery than of soft shell condition. Crab are harvested, weighed, cooked, then the meat is 

picked. 23% recovery is the minimal goal. The survey is an effort by the processors to manage the 

season for good recovery, not by the states to minimize handling of soft crab. 

Proposal 62- Opposed. This plan would have the department micro-manage by fishing district. Ultimitly, 

this would increase effort in areas that normally might not see as much. Fishermen would be able to 

travel from area to area as they opened. Again, it would cost a tremendous amount of money.  Harvest 
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limits would call for a bio-mass estimate. Something the department does not currently have.  This 

intensive type of management is not necessary. Size, sex, and season works well enough. 

Proposal 63-Opposed. No thresholds are needed. The three S’s work good enough. 

Proposal 64-Opposed. Not necessary. Assumes soft-shell mortality that hasn’t been documented. Three 

S’s management all that is necessary. 

Proposal 65-Support. Extending the season deep into the winter months would probably not increase 

the effort much. A region wide season would also spread effort over a larger area in the summer 

months. There is NO scientific data to support a winter only season in districts 101 and 102. 

Proposal 66-Oppose. Ridiculous and unrealistic. Data shows that while pot lifts have increased in recent 

years in Lynn Canal, average crab per lift has stayed the same. Lynn Canal is merely seeing an expected 

decline as the strong year class of crab has passed through. 

Proposal 69- Support. I am opposed to any areas being closed to commercial fishing. A neverending
 

sport and subsistence season allows adequate access for these users. 


Proposal 70- Oppose. See reasoning for proposal 69.
 

Proposal 71- Oppose. See above.
 

Proposal 72- Oppose. Wrangell Narrows currently provides 50,000+ pounds a year for the last ten years. 


The ten year average for permits fished is 15. It is a viable and productive area that is closed 8 months a 

year to commercial fishing. There is plenty of oportunity. The population of Petersburg is not growing, it 


is much the same as it was 40 years ago. The only growth there has been is in charter vessels and lodges.  


Proposal 73-Oppose. See above.
 

Proposal 74-Oppose. No area should be closed to commercial Dungeness fishing. 


Proposal 75-Oppose. See above.
 

Proposal 76-Oppose. Juneau already has a huge area set aside for sport and personal use. The area 


addressed is one of the better areas of the few left in the Juneau area. This fishery is of growing
 

importance in the Juneau area with the advent of a local processor.
 

Proposal 77-Oppose. See above.
 

Proposal 78- Oppose. See above.
 

Proposal 79- Oppose. Current management allows plenty of opportunity for sport and subsistence users. 

This concludes my comments for this particular meeting. Thank you for the opportunity and 

consideration. 

Max Worhatch 
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REPRESENTATIVE CATHY Mufoz

January 7, 2015

Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

RE: Alaska Board of Fisheries — Southeast and Yakutat Crab, Shrimp, and Miscellaneous Shellfish

Dear Chairman Johnstone,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Proposal 69, 5 AAC 32.150, Closed waters in
Registration Area A. I request that my comments in opposition be added to the official record on
this proposal. Recently, the City of Tenakee Springs passed a resolution supporting the continued
closure under 5 AAC 32.150(2) of a portion of Tenakee Inlet to commercial Dungeness crab fishing.
While the proposal states that 2010 census data shows a population of only 114 residents, the census
data does not include part-time residents or visitors to that area. As a part-time resident of this
community, I understand how important this resource is to the area.

In the early 1 980s, the commercial fishing pressure of Dungeness crab stock threatened the
population in the region. The Board of Fisheries acknowledged the threat and adopted 5 AAC
32.150(2) in order to protect the Dungeness crab population. As a result there is finally enough
stock for residents to catch an adequate amount for subsistence, personal, and sport use.

While I understand there is a decline in the overall abundance of the resource in Southeast, opening
up these waters to commercial. Dungeness crab fishing threatens this important personal and
subsistence resource to the community and visitors of Tenakee Inlet.

Sincerely,

511thy Muño
Representa v , District 34

STATE CAPITOL • JUNEAU, ALAsKA 99801-11S2 • (907) 465-3744 • FAX (907) 465-2213
REPREsENTATIVE_CATHY_MUNOZ@LEGIS.STATE.AK.US
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Tad Fujioka 
214 Shotgun Alley 

Alaska Dept of Fish and Game Sitka, AK 99835 
Board of Fisheries 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau AK 99811 January 6, 2015 

Chairman Johnstone: 
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I have been an active personal use and subsistence harvester of shellfish in northern 
Southeast Alaska for over thirty years. I am not a commercial harvester of these resource, 
nor in anyway have a financial stake in the harvest, but instead I am typical of the great 
majority of shellfish gathers- ordinary folks who live here and who harvest for 
themselves, their family and their friends. Unlike most of them, I have served for almost 
a decade on the Sitka Fish & Game Advisory Committee and am thus aware of the 
valuable opportunity that the public has to provide the Board of Fisheries with our 
personal perspectives. I greatly appreciate the chance to comment on the proposed 
changes to shellfish regulations that the BoF is considering. Please do not mistake the 
relative scarcity of comments from those of us without financial ties to the resource to 
mean that we don’t care about our opportunity. In the great majority of cases, most 
personal use and subsistence harvesters simply don’t realize how the process works and 
how simple it is to provide input. 

Proposal 63- Support- (with Amendment) 
While many proposers seek to keep commercial crabbers out of certain areas and other 
proposers seek to entirely overturn the Dungeness management plan, this compromise 
proposal instead is an attempt to improve the plan. As sea otter have decimated crab in 
many formerly productive grounds, the crabbing effort has concentrated in the remaining 
otter-free areas. This concentrating of effort has caused commercial crabbers to work 
grounds that were historically ignored due to their small size, isolated location or less-
than-optimal habitat. The numerous proposals to close commercial fishing in various 
“honey holes” that were previously not subject to much commercial harvest are simplify 
a consequence of this. 

The 2014 harvest shows that even the limited otter-free areas can still produce a lot crab 
when conditions are right. However, the potential for overharvest is more severe now that 
the same number of crabbers are working in a smaller area and fully occupying fringe 
habitat. While I don’t know enough about the any of the specific proposed closed areas to 
have a fully informed opinion, as a general idea, rather than further concentrating the 
fleet (which will only increase pressure on the remaining areas), reducing effort area-
wide in years when it is needed seems to be a better strategy. 

Perhaps the proposal could be further improved by allowing the department to continue 
to adjust their 14 day initial in-season estimate rather than being stuck with the season 
lengths determined by this “first look.” Adequate notice would of course need to be 
provided for Emergency closures and extensions. 
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Proposal 65- Opposed 
This proposal makes several changes. Deleting 5 AAC 32.110 (2) would reopen the Sitka 
area to commercial harvest during the summer. Additionally, the amendment to 33.110 
(3) would further increase harvest during the winter season. The local Dungeness stocks 
in the areas closest to Sitka are already heavily predated upon by sea otter. As a 
subsistence fisherman, it is quite difficult to catch a crab for dinner on any regular basis 
unless you are willing to pay a large gas bill to make a trip to distant waters-in which case 
it becomes more of a sport fishing trip than a subsistence fishery. For this reason the 
commercial season in the Sitka Sound Special Use Area should not be expanded. 
I have no reason to be opposed to the expansion of the District 2 fishery or for beginning 
the season at 8 AM rather than noon. 

Proposal 69- Opposed 
For the reasons mentioned in discussion of Proposal 65, I oppose extension of the 
commercial Dungeness season in the Sitka Sound Special Use Area. I lack the 
information needed to have an informed opinion regarding the other two areas that this 
proposal addresses. 

Proposal 83- Support 
The two week closure of the personal use tanner crab fishery is not needed. As the 
proposer explains, the PU red king crab fishery generally doesn’t open on July 1 
anymore, so there is no need to prevent scouting in the two weeks prior. Even in the 
event that the king crab season does open on July 1 (which would presumably occur once 
king crab stocks return to their previous levels of abundance), there is no need for this 
two week closure. Scouting is unnecessary during high/moderate levels of crab 
abundance. Additionally, even if somebody wanted to set their king crab pot early to 
increase the likelihood of having a king crab in the pot on July 1, this doesn’t really 
accomplish all that much for them. Again, red king crab season won’t open on July 1 
until the population recovers. In the past when the crab levels were high to moderate, it 
was easy enough to get your king crab after a soak of just a few hours. Setting your pot 
out days in advance will gain you little in this situation. 

Proposal 92- Oppose 
Blue king crab are scare enough in the local waters that at least in the Personal Use and 
Subsistence fisheries, they are not a targeted species, but are bycatch during the king crab 
fishery. While the proposer implies that there is no biological difference between the 
species, based on the size-distribution of the ones that I have caught, the 6-1/2” limit 
seems quite appropriate.  Blue king crab in this area don’t get as big as reds. Six-and-one-
half inches for a blue is at least as big as seven inches is for a red, relative to their 
maximum size. In addition to my personal observations, Doyne W. Kessler’s well-
respected “Alaska’s Saltwater Fishes and Other Sea Life” indicates that while red king 
crab achieve a maximum carapace width of 11”, blues only grow to as large as 10”. 
Given this difference in maximum size, it fully makes sense to have a smaller legal size 
for blue king crab than for reds. 

Thank you, Tad Fujioka 
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